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MASS dommugcmoN AND THE POLITICAL PAPTICIPNIDDN:

The potential role. of mass communication has been neglected inac-,
counting' for the rising levels of politi6a1 activity among black .

Americans since the civil rights movement of the ii960s. In the past.

two decades a number of 4441 researchers have soug1t social-
,

I

structural and psychological explanations for black political par-

ticipation, often including exposure to the Pew media.as 'one of many.
. ..

dependent variables, rather thanas an\importatt intervening variable
I

in the process linkingaitecedent conditions to participation. The

empirical icture that has emerged fFomthese studies has been weak

:'
.c. \ \ 2

and inconsip ent.in most respects. This paper proceeds from the ,is-

gumption that.mass conmunicatiOn agsbeviewed as an agent, rather than

simply as one of many indices, in the fosteringlOf black political
It

losticipetion,
/.

Several badies7of data docuMent the recent historical increase in

.overt. blg.dk political activity. Verbs. & Nie (1"972: 258) found that
.

hadtrailed whites at each educational-level and 3-1
. t . .%

ratiOirin the mean number of. campaign acts reported in the 1952 and

1956 metUnal electiori7studiee; but in the'1968 and-1970 studies these

differences had disappeared at every educational level and blacks

. slightly exceeded whites in alb.. except the!college-educated,stratum.
4

Pamper (1975: 121) found that. 3 of whites but only 22% of,black.s
0.

reported attempting to influence someone else in the 1960 campaign; 4.

1Ln 1968 the corresponding percentages were 337.32Atin 1972 32-3R."

In.1960, 69% of whites but Just 48% of blacks said they. cared much
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about the election; in 1968 tt expression of interest *was given by

59% -es-but---76% of blackase-gairthough- cloying; reman.
40

Tor , le, 82% of whites but only 53% of blacks reportei voting for

President in 1960; ,in 19 7i? this was reduced to a 74769%difference
t

(Pomper, 0751. Olsen (1970) compared data from a.1957 Detroit sample

cand a 1968 Indianapolis sample; not only *ere black-Vhite diffe?ences

smaller in 1968, but when he controlled for socio-ec9nomic status black
1

participation itiplost respecits exceeded that.of whites in the 1968
02

survey. H:,,-
.., ..).

The finding that socio - economic differences ac Ohnt for theob-

served biack..:white differences,And even mask a gre ter propensity

toward 'political activism among blacks within the ower SES levels

(see also 0#um, 1966; Antunes & Gaits., 1975) is e 'simple demograPhid

approach to,the quesiion. At`least.two others, of a more theoretical

character, have also occupied research' attention. One is Myrdal's
-

(1944) compensation" hypothesis, which assumes thattpolitical,par-

ticipation is one of the few activities from Which,blacs'woUId not

rind themselved blocked due to disOriminatioh. It hypothesizes that

they7consequently channel their energieS:disproportionately.into:that"

"2:14ne fdr lack of an alternatiye outlet. What i's"thought to be a Com-

'pitting hypothesis. has been advanced.more recently, that of an "ethnic

commainity" growing out, of strengthened ideritification with blacks as
-#a Separate race in American society. Black identification is hy-

Pothesited to lend social support to the person's inclinations t
*,

pOlitical activism. .,z
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Neither the compensation hypothesis nor the'ethnic 'community:

hypothesis has fared verylwell in recent analyses. Myrdal's formula-

tionhai been attacked both for its normative assumptions (Medalia,

1962), and because, for example, it fails to account for the fact that

Mexican-Americans (who are subject to radial discrimination too) are

much less active politiCal4 than are either blacks-or whites (Antunes

& Gaiti, 1975). Geographical difTetences do lend some support to the

compensation notion, however. Marvick (1965) !mad that in 1960 only

5% of southern blacks reported having tried to influence a local

polici'decision, compared,tp,29% of whites; in.the'North, however,

the figure was 24% for each race. Identification with one's ethnic.

group, 'seemed 'a promising predictor of approval of black .militancy,'

a:1967 surVgy of Berkeley,. Calif., blacks (Dizard, 1970). But in, the.

Indianepolie:study (Olsen, 1970), with SES controlled black identifici-s

'exceeded,. black non - identifiers by, only .g5 to .21. on a measure of po.7..

aitical organization part
c
icipitiOni and 1A0 to 1.48 don partisan polit-

iced activities' -- to cite the amalleip and'largett differences
U

repotted. AntuAes teGaitz (1975) concluded fram their study of.blacks4

'whites and Mexican-Americans in Houston that there were so,fe dif-

ferences attributable, to ethnic identificatien. that it was at most a,

/minor factor.
.

Indeed, none of the evidence based on SES, coppensatiOri, ethnic

f

identity, or other factors is impressive inethe extentto which it

accounts for differences in political participation among blacks:

Antunes de-G tz (1975: 1198) could account for'onlY leAof the
.' r.

A.

ti
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variance in voting and political discussion, And 8% of tYte variance,

in mass media exposure, by4L formula that included the person's age,

SES, ethnicity, and ,the interaction of the latter two veriables. It

.bas been suggested that the compensation and ethnic community hy-

potheses should operate mainly to reduce differences in the lowest SES

strata; because high status blacks already.. participate at about the

same level as high status whites (Williams, Babchuk 3c Johnson, 1975;

Kuo, 1977). ,In all, the picture to date is one of theories of,limited

applicability. .and minor empirical import, with a great deal of ob-

Served variation left unexplained.

The Functional Role of Mass Communication

The idea that exposure to public affairs content via the mass

media Could facilitate the process of' increased blaCk political par e
ticipation'sdems iotto have been considered by previous:investigAtors.

both AntunesTreating media-use measures 4mply as dependent variables,

Gaitz (1975) and_0.sen(1970) were unable

for media activity. on the basis of race,

to account significantly

ethnicity, SES, or age (al-.

thotgia some of the'interattions among these variables were a bit more

ncouraging). The question remains whether media use can be cOnsid-

a behavior that contributes to variouS forms of black political

part cipation:" There are a number of reasons to hypothesize that it

lsen's (1970) rejection of Myrdal's compensation hypothesis Wes

based partly on his assumption that it could not account for black-

white di erencesin a number of "activities (that) bring blacks into
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closer contact with the white community." Hiincluded attention. or

theneyui_media--amang-thise-acti-vities,This-categorization-seems-er

rancous, however. Attendance to mass media; 'while it may occur in
I.

the "social" context of the family, rarely involves direct. personal'

-interaction'with. persons of other racial or 8093m-economic groups.

Chaffee (1967). concluded on the basis of anatiollai survey that the

mass media. served to bridge uncomfortable social and-educational gaps,

in thatless-educated people were more 3ikely: than others tortly on
I ,

the media fgr their communication from and to local schools;.only the

better educated, citizens interacted directly and often with school per-
1

Cannel, who were their peers. The impersonality of mass communication,
,-t

while it-has same manifest social drawbacks, an be a positive factor,.

'(" tional") in proViding access to information for people who

. would be at,a social disadvantage in direct interaction with personal

sources., Seen in this light, the mass media prajvide an alternate route

in the direction of pplitical.participatron, fo those Whofind sane
4 r

forms of direct social interaction blocked.by racial .discriminations

the compensation hypothesis would arguefrl,

In the case of black Americans, both the mass media available and

the typical patterns of their use differ in same important:respects

d( from the media world of the white majo;ity. Far one thing, there has

long been a "black press" in the Unittd States,. which includes some

rather successful. magazines (both news and general) as well as a

dwindling urban black newspaper industry. Secondly, since the civil

rights_alovement of Atha 1960s tie general-audience media (especially
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television) have institutionalized features and programming directed

4'--at-b-lack-audiencesand2the-problems-of-blacksBoth:the-establi-shed

black press and the recent black-oriented general media features,tend

to center around political-themes, and consequently should be examined

separately from garden-variety media exposure in an assessment of the

contribution of mass communication to patterns of black political

participation.

The electronic media, and especially television, might well play

I
a more important role in connection with political activityrmmong

blacks than for-other,peop e. 'One obvious reasen,is.that blacks rely

more on television for all p ses, and hold more favorable opinions

of TV, than do other Americans (Greenberg & Atkin, 1978; Bower, 1973).

AlthoUgh black-white differences I; newsPairan&radio use disappear

when geographical and income disparities are controlled, the heavier

use of television by blacks does not (Bogart, 1972). Blac reliance

on television, rather than on newspapers, as a:source of political

information is also well documented (Comstqk & Cobbey, 1978). A com-

parison of the 1952 and 1964 national election studies showed that in

that wriod blacks sharply increased their attention to TV for polit-

ical informaticmiwtile whites did not; this finding survived a variety

of 6cntgis for black-white educational differences (McCombs, 1968)

While whites tend to feel that they spend, too much time with A'V, blacks

often say they do n t watch as much as they should (Bower, 1973).

. Telivision,Iman information source has not in past research been
i : ... I

found to relate nearly as Closely to political activity as has use of_ _. . ,
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print media; tor example, 14umber of studies -hays found& relaaion-

ahi between t liticaldiscund_attention-to-media
;,

affairscontest. Wh a comparisons between media could be made,

it has been the print sources that are the stronger correlates of in-

terpersonai political activity.(At14n, 1972; Kuroda, 1965-66). :In 'a

*-longitudinal study of young adults over an eight-yea; period, print

exposure predicted gains in political knowledge and,activity while -
,- ,

exposure to electronic media'news did not (Chaffee, Jackson-Beeck,

Dural' &-Wilion, 1977). Patterson & McClure (1976) found in a pres-
e."-

idential election campaign that newspaper reading was associated with-

greater knowledge of the issue, positions of candidates,. but 'frequency

of watching television network news was not. "Ther41.e is reason, though,

to hypothesize that blacks would constitute anlexception to this gen-
, ,

eral rule of greater political import of print over electronic media,

if only because of theirgreater reliance on television. Mere is, in

fact, a good deal of political information on television if one. looks
4

long enough; Patterson & McClure (1976) found, for instance,, that ex-

posure to televised advertisements was a significant source of polit-

ical knowledge.

,la considering the politiCal functions thevmass'media might serve

for a person, we are not assuming a unidirectional "media effects"

6 .

model. Media exposure can tip a consequende, as well as a Caine, of

political participation. .Purposeful exposure to mass-produced polit-

, ical material due to anticipated interpersonal pOlitical activity

has been demonstrated experimentally.(Atkin, 1972; Chaffee & McLeod,



176). These tyro classes of behaviok seem to beilutually sustaining.

. .
In.Innis papervhowever we will treat media exposure as theoretically

antecedent to political participation for both substantive and.pro-

cOdural reasons. On the substantive side, such evidence as exista

on the point indicates that the media-to-politicization sequence is

stronger than the reverse sequence.. Chaffee, Ward & Tipton (1973)

compared the two processes over a six -rnnth period,with two panels

of adolescents. Using political knowledge as a depende variable,

they found that the time - lagged coefficients rcpresen ing both the

media - knowledge end the knowledge-media sequences were higher than a

\ "baseline" estimate representing the null hypothesis; but the media-
,.

to-knowledge-partial correlations were 43 for each sample, while the

knowledge -to- media. coefficients were only .22 and '.23. Procedurally

too,, we prefer to treat political participation as our dependent vp.r-

iihle, because it is the consequential behavior that is of central

focus both in this study and in pribr research we have cited. We will

treat medial; exposure as an endogenousvariable so that we can examine

its contribution to an explanation of participation after other ante-
.

cedent variables, which are generally associated with participation

more than witliiedia 'exposure, are controlled. (It might be-noted

that the temporal ordering of participation via-a-vie other factors

examined in previoUs studicsosuch as black identity, is at least as

ambiguous as is the me - participation ordering).

17
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Study Design

Survey data-were-collecte-976-frcez-a-ssanple of black adults

living in San Francisco. An area of 16 contiguous census tracts, each

containing at least 20% black population according to the 1970 U.0t.

Census, was sampled. The result was a modified census district con-

taining some 58,500 persons, 60% of whom iereblack. While represent-

ing 8.2% of the city's population, thi ea included 36.2% of its

black population. Sample points mere drawn by random numbers from a

.rverse telephone directory; to-control biases due to unlisted phones

p

and homes withoutphones,,interyiewers contacted the next housing unit

rather than the addres drawn from the directory. Across three waves

cr

4 )

of interviewing, 69% o an original sample of 391 persons contacted

provided data Usable for purposes of this study, yielding an N of 268.
. ,

'.? Rather tha4being interpreted as an ailLpurpose "Black Americins"

survey, this sample should be characterized more specifically as black
.

adults living in a predamilihntly black neighborhood of .a large western'

city in the period following the historical era of major change associ-

ated with the civil rights movement. The. study is com able to others

based on all(black samples (e.g. Babchuk & Thompson, 1962; Dizerd,

1970), and to those in which black subsamples have been subjected to

special analyses (e.g. Olsen, 1970: 692), more than. it is to those

based oni.bladk-V.ite contrasts. It is also more like those set in

other northern and western locales, as opposed to the South; and to

those conducted since the civil rights revolution of the 1960s than to

studies done during or prior to that period. ,In general, the setting
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Ae 'this study appears tt:, be one in which we can trace the relationships

m604' comparatively stabilized .patterns of political and.medis be-

haviors in,thi context, of enduring social-structural and psychological

Conditions.

Dependent Variables: Political Involvement and Participation

The concept of political participation takes

tiOnal meanings in various research contexts. In

on different opera-

the study of pack

Americana it has typically been observed through a variety 9f separate

indices d our study follows in that tradition. Three distinct

classes of political activity were asked about, each being represented

by several items. One is political campaign activity, the kind of

formalized behavior Myrdal-and others have seen as relevant to the

compensation hypothesis. Next we look 'at social partiCipation.in the

fotm of interpersonal discussion of public problems outside.the rit-

ualized campaign setting. Final*, we inquire,linto the person's degree

Of involvement in local politics,_ a realm that is a bit more distant

from the comfortable milieu of the immediate etfliic comoinity.

Campaign participation was by dichotomous items reporting"-

e behaviors, phrased much like the items'in'standigd use,by such

survey organizations as the Center' for Political Studies it the

University of Michigan: ". . . within the past year have you . . ."

(a) "passed out leaflets or other materials describing any campaign ?"

-(b) "wore a campaign button, or displayed a sign or bumper sticker"

(c) "tried to convince someone to vote as you plan .t#"vote" (d) "at-

tended a political rally or dinner?" Se) "contributed money to a party



.
.

.
.

. . ,

.

'These five items wera-sunnel. to form en7index with a.

',...

swan of .82 and a standard deviation of 1.38.,
r,. p

al participatiori"waa measvred by, asking, "Do you ever
i;$

v:,..abou4 public problems with any of the:following Teople?" (a) your
' (

(b) people' where you work, (c) comanunity leaders such as club

gs
or church leaders, (.d) Democratic or Republican leaders (e)' friends.

The snumber of "yes" responses was studied across the five items; the

resultant index had a means of 2.63 (s.d..1.54).

Involvement in local politicL was measured according to the re7

ported freiii?acy (vein/ often, often, sometimes, rarely, never; scored

5-4-3-2-1) of each of six behaviors: (a) vote in city elections, (b)

stay informed about who the local government Officials'are, (c) talk* .

to family, friends and neighbors about local pOlitics, (a)' let local

goverment officials know what-you want done. on issues, (e) let local

officials know when you don't like something they hepre done or have

not done, (f) work to get issues you thtor are important accepted as

priorities by local government officials. The mean of this index

was 15.86t(d..--.6.08).

These-three indices share some obvious points of'' overlap. Inter-,

. .

personal'commutication, while it is the total content of the social : '

participation measure, also occurs in both the campaign and local

involvement measured; for example. Bute each index has 'a central -sore

that distinguishes it Trom the other two, so that as a'set these .

measures provide us with a diversified array of dependent variables.

Independent Variables: BaCkgrodund Charabteristics
and Subjective Orientations

./



The questionnaire included 'imir questions about personal back-

that can serve as indicators of "some. important
. _

social stkudtural.factord. The mete age was 38 years (s.d.=15). ',Mean
. ,

ed ,inCome was about 45,900' (s.d.=$1;988).. Mean education
. .

level (Highest year of schooling completed) was 3.19 (s.d.=1.28)on

:scale whereli--8th grade or less, 2=some high school, 3=-high school

graduate , li=some college, 5=c011ege graduate and 6=advanced degree .

This means...that the sample was about' evenly split between persons who

4 -
had. attended college and 'Chose who hadnoti this is an unusually high

educational, level for samples of black Americans, although not sur-

prising in view:of the edUcational Opportunities and legal schooling

requirements in San Francisco. QI a.scale of perceived social. class the

mean was '2:70 (s.d::=1.29), where as-lower, 2=working, 3=lower

It-imiddle middle; 5=upper middle; 6=uppei.. The mean, then, locates the
4: ,

central tendencyof the clistribu.tion between the working and middle

elasses, 'which it apProxiMatelY that should. be expeCted given the lo-

mile, age and educational level. The sample include*, 46% males:.-

Three subjectiVe orientations were measured with raultiple-item

indices. Two of these were specific to the black population: black

identit; (Marx; 1969; Brink & Harris, 1969), .and,the negat've

charged but functionally similar concept of alienation from white

society ;(Schuman & Hatchett, 1974). The third wasanomie (Srole scale),

a general variable that is often included-in theoretical ditcussions

of the trust sting.;: character of. -:the black experience' inAmerican so-
...

viety, and which has been found, to negatively related to such
.,

eV.

I 4



icipatory mass commtniication behaviors as writing letters to the

editor and calling in to a radio talk show (singer, '1973). Severe.l.'

rtcent.. studies' have ahoWn relationships' between ,such background Val.-
:

iables as ,age and edtication, and racerelated subjective orientations

Ourin 82.,Epps, 3.974;Paige,7,.1970; Schuman & Hatchett, 19710.

.. Anomie 'vas\6me.asured b5V"Airnting five agrei:dissagree items

"In spite of what' some people say, the lo of the a.veiage man

laden is getting yorse", (b) "It is ha.r y fair, to bring chiliren

into the world with the way things look for' the future , ( -"Nowa-
.

days a.person has to live pretiy much for today", (d) ese.dayS a

person does not really know' who he can count on", (e)41, There's little
4

use in Writing to public' because they are

eated in .the average man: or woman." The .mean n'

these statements ViEiS 3..22 (8

Black identity was measured by five items/.concerning the distinct!-

ness of blacks as' a gr4p, selected by item:analysis from an original
_-,/

list' of eleven. Each item used a five-point Likert agree-disagree

respnse scale: (a)."When any black i= discriminated against no

matter who.he or she .is, it affeCts e personally", (b) "It h been
%

said' that blanks should be proud t .live in America",+ (c) "If a black

ften not inter-

of agreements to

works hard enoegh he or she can usually get ahead in this country in

.spl.te of -prejudice and discr

own separate national anthen"

sUng,.for example at. sporting

ation", (d) "Blacks should. have their

(e) "Whenever the national anthem is
..

. ,... .

events, everyone'should.stand.tO show

their respect for this country." With negative-facing items
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reverse - scored, this had a mean or. 16.21

possible range'of

Alienation from Whit& society included six i.te6- dealing with bOth .

the extent of.perceived discriminatlpn.and recent trends: (A, "Some:

people say that. over the lastlOor15 years' there has been a lot of
5

4
. -

.progressinzetting.rid of racial-discrimination: Others say there:

iWsn't been much real change formost'bladks:over that time, or Jilvt

say. Whichwould youagree,with most?" (b) "On the whole, do you think.

most whitepeoplein San Francisco want7to see blacks get a better

break,, Or do they want to keep blacks dawn,. or don'.t they care one

A:

.d.=3.17) :within

way or the other?" (c) Do you. personally. feel that you can trust quite

a few white people, most white people, some white peile,:os.none at

all?" (d) "Do you think black customers.'wha shop in the big downtown

stores ,are treated as politely as white customers, or are they treated

less politely?" (e) "As you see it, what's the best way for blacks to

try to gain their rights? Use laws and persuasion, use non-violent

protest, or be ready to use violence -- or can't' you say which is

best?"-(f) "Do you think only a few white people dislike blacks or

almost all whites dislike blacks?" With "don't know" responses scored

at intermediate positions, the mean.on this 'summed indix was 10.17

withina possible range of 6-18. Higher scores indicate

greater alienation.

Endogenous Variables: Media Exposure

A total of six separate indices of the frequency of Using various
N

mass media for political or public affairs content were included in



the study, threa dealing with television/ and three with! print meclia./3
.

For each type of mediuM there was one measure concerning black-,

oriented eentent.
3

.1 5;

Public affair's viewing Vila a three-item index, using a response

scale If 15=very often, 4=often, 3=sometimes2 2=rarely,'.1=never::

."How oftendo you watch national news broadcasts, like Walter

Cronkii.e?" (b) "How about local news broadcasts, like Six.OiCl.ock

Reporter (c) ". . . and interviews shows like Meet the Press?" A

separate inch e.7 of black public affairs viewing was constructed from

two additional items: (d) . . Black Perspeottie on the News,. that

canes on. Channel 9, late Sunday nights" and.' (e)-". . .AU Togethere

Hoy, hosted by Belva Davis on Channel 5 Friday evenings." The mean

for public affairs viewing was 10.46 (s.d.=2.'6Orange=3-15) and fOr

black public affairs viewing the mean was 4.29 Is.d.=1.89, range=

2710. Interpreted verbally, the average 'reported level of public

affairs viewing was midway between '"often "" and "sometimes ", and for
4

4*

black public affairs, viewing was, closer to "rarely" than to "some-
.,

times."

News magazine reading was based simply on the number of pub-

lications the respondent reported reading, from a list of five:

Time, Newsweek, U.S. News .aiid World Report, the National Review, and

the Progressive. A separate measure of black news magazine reading

was created in the, same wayfrom this list: Ebony, Black World,

Black Scholar, Freedonrways, and Muhammad Speaks (Bilalian News),

1.7
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The mean for news magazines tas 1:69. wherias car black

news magazi.nes it was 1.82 r(s.d.:14.2).
,

Tbis finding of slightly iigherti'*if black; as:lcosapitiecct

eral audience, news magazines .s esPed

analogous pa fah dicinot hold for tel
7 .41= ';%' °%'

interesting bedaus

ion. Print sources

parently are indexed more spedkfidallyfdr ethhically.''teevant
, 4

content, while television is watched less selectively and discrim-

inatelk This, general. property of print redia,selection of which is

under greater control by the audience 'member,, probafay helps tr.; ac-

count for the stronger association between print medie'and'sPecificaIlT

political interests disauSsed aboVe.

Two other sixtle-item-media exposure measures were,inblyAfdl.deal--.

ing with attention to political content in the daily-neWs media (a)

."Howituch.attention do you pay lo. the. political issues that appear 14.

the newspapers?"-- and (b) "How much attention do You pay to politiCal

issues'thatappear an television ?'. The response scale 0.-no atten

tion,"1=some attention, 2=tlose attention was used. The mean for use

of newspapers for political information was 1.12 (s.d.=.62) end for

television was 1.17 (s.d.=.61). °The similarity of these two meins'

suggests that, while exposure to 4ifferent media may varf considerably

becauie of the specific,. Itties of presentation peculiar to each,

peoples.self-conscious .ettenti to political content in them is

relatively consistent. The corr lation between the two measures is

rse.58.



-Model for Ethpirical Azalysis
)On tha.iasis of the foregoing discussion, we haVe orgatitedclue-,

data analysis aroumd the explicit rdel shown 1-ii2 Four sets

or variables are assumed to fit 'a sequential ordering, ,witti .each new

set :d ent:On'thOSe which precede it in the model. First, back-
P` .

haracteristics (education, .age, income,40iCeived 'social

sexl are entered_ regression. as predictorki-of-MubjectOe or-

stiona:(andMie,:bledk dentitylienation froM white Society).
. . ,

Prior literature has indicated that we should expect several:signif7::

/idant relationahips:to emerge froM thia.portion-ofthe.anaiyiiii.

Thpse..variables are then entered in a two tsge;hierarchical .regres_.

4

,

pion analysis, as pr cioreof themix jedia ekposure variables.

Finally, the three asures of political involvement and participation
4*

become the dependent variables, and the three preceding sets of var-

iable's are entered as predictors in a,;three-stage hierarchical regres-',

lion.
s

operatiOnal procedure in hierarchical. regression is to enter

the backgroundvariabies as iArpenden4V.a.riables in Eguation 1

fOr'eaeh,subsequent variable in the model.) In the c of the media
$

---,Figure 1 Strout here--

and participation variablesl tit is then an Equation 2 in which the

subjective orientations are added to-the set of predictorse

for the participation dependent'variables an Equation 3 is calculated,

in Which the media exposure variables are added to the background ami

O
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.snbjeetive.orieatat1on predictors of Eqnatiot 2. The most direct in-

dicator.of the empi d.cal import of a set of predictor variables is the
. -

change* in the variance -expleined, (R2). from Equation 1...to Equation 0

in the case of the subjective orientations, and from Eqyation 2' to

Equiti.on 3 in the case of, media expoiure.

In:interpreting and presenting our results we will apply criteria

of both statistical and substantive significance. Por substantive sig-
. ,

mificande, we will ignore anY'beta weight that is less than .10, on

the assumption that its contribuiicin is inconsequential regardlesi of

statistical Significance': Statistical *significance will be inferre

for a.beta whose 'absolute magaitUde ,is at least twice its standard

error. Betiathat do not met our ,,substan6:Ve criterion will no, be

reported. Similarly, equations that do not add significant explana-

toripower will be omitted from our data Presentation. Application
- A

these exclusion criteria will facilitateour concentrating on.

that, are of.' saaffidient magnityde to merit serious attention.

Retfulti

'Table 1 Summarizes. the findings of the study. The most impOrtant-,

results appear in the lower right-hand portion of 'the table, where the

R2 -values'Of the successive equation's are reported. For each of the',
me4,

three dependent measures of political involvement andparticipation,
dry

tion 3 accounts for approximately twice as much variance as do

the prior eqUations that do not include" the media exposure. measures

was predictors.2 Put another way, adding the mass' communication vari-

ables to the factors dealt with in prior research on 3olack political

9 n

. -



Particilaticindouble's the explanatory: power of our analysis.

19.

It ap7

p8 8, then, that we are dealing with a substantial set oerelation-
.

-'-dhips that deserve detailed examination.

The strongest findings 'are those deaIiiag with involvement in-'
. . .

local politics) Where the media variables add an increment of some 22%

to thetotal R2 (comparing Equations 2 and 3). Three media behaviors

1*
stand out here: the siugle-item measure of attention to political

issues on television and in the newsp)pers, and reading of general

ews magazines. The latter measure is the strongest media variable

for eadvif the three dependent'variablet being the only predictor.

of any type to reach statistical significance in every equation. The

. .j
other consistent pre'dictor is reading of black news magazines. View-

.'

ing of black publid affairs TV programs is specifically associated

campaign participation. One item is notable for its consistent lack

' of relationships: exposure to general' public affair's on television

is not associated, with any of the criterion measures when the other

variables in our model are controlled.

'There are several possible summary interpretationsof.these find-

ings. One conclusion might be that telJvision, despite its higliuse.

among blacks, is not nearly as important in connection, with their po-

litical participation as are the print media. In. Table 1 there are .

nine coefficients between television measures and mea-

sures apd'another nine betweeh participation measures and indicators'

labout
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of print media use.. For.,print, seven.of the nine reach our criterion

level of bdta;,.10 and fodr are statistically ,significant; for tele,-

. .

'vision only four reach betax.IONNald only one s significant. This

accords with preiriouiresear0 showing a closer association betwedn
O

_print media and political activity, and-indi atesthat the higher use

of TV by blacks does not wean that they constitute an exception, to the

general rule.

This compariscin between media is a superficial and categorical

one, however* The.most reasonable theoretical explanation for reliance

on print by politically active people is that print media can..he ac-
11

Ceased purposefully while television viewing is predominantly a passive
41

_behavior. The measure in Table 1 that is most representative of .

habitual, passive use of TV is the index of regularity of viewing news-

casts and public affairs programs; this form of media expose appears

to be characteristic of older persons (beta=.33 with age) and is not

associated with any of the three varieties of political partidipation.

The,heasures of television use that suggest more active orientations

toward TV content are the index of viewing of black public affairs pro-

grams and the item on attention to political content on TV. Each of

these, and especAlly the latter, is assoftated with some forms of

participation at a level approximating that ofthe print media mea -°
,

sures. In general, then, we should conclude that politically active

blacks are distinguished by more specific and motivated uses of the

news media than are others, and that this.principle extends to their

use of television.

22



While media use explains considerable Variance in participation

1)eyond that accounted for lty the background variablea and stbjective
.

-

orientations, the'latter.*in'turn not strong edietors o ,media

use. The middle columns of Table 1 show the equations in.whiCh the

t Nuldia measures are dependent variables. For only two of the six media

variables does the R2 (Equation-2) exceed 10%, and one'of those two is,

the measure of public affairs viewing, which makes no contribUtion to

political participation. The other, howeVer,-.-is a key behavior, the

Seeding of black public affairs magazines;' fully 25% .of the variance

.

in this.:activity is accounted f0r. by the prior variables in our model:

Readership of illack-oriented news magazines, which is more COmmon than\-

U

reading general-audience news magazines and which is associated with
6"

all three indices Of participation when the other predictbr variables

in our model are controlled, is characteristic of well-educated and

younger racks, those who feel ienated from white society, and those

who do not express feelings of anomie. The special nature of the aud-
,

. ,

ience for these magazines merits much greater research attention than

we can give it with the data available here.

to be reaching activist readers whOi'fat from

periences of racial discrimination (anomie

,

The black magazine seems:
4

feeling defeated by ex-

,.loW),- can use the polit-

,ical information provided by periodicals designedfor the'black

subculture'to advance black political interests.

The only'other noteworthy predictOrs of:media:Use in Table lure

age and SES variables : Older blacks'are more likely to watclv,TV and

read the newspaper. The.well-iduCated make more specific use of tele-
..

vision. for bladk-orientekand political information. News magazine

.41
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and newspaper use are associated. with higher income. And, interest-
,.

inlay, those who read general=audienc n s magazines appear to see

themselves as membersCea slightly

readers, like those who read

feelings of anomie.

social class. Newspaper

k nevi magazines, express lesser

,Indirect Effects

Like previous. research, theftithis study .ds that most forms of

me a use are not strongly dependent on structural or psychological

factors, but they do mediate some.of.the:relationahiPs.between par-
\

ticipatio4 and the antecedent variables in our. Model. This. can be

.

seen by comparing the coefficients in Equation 3 with those for the

same Predictor in pridr equationi in Table 1, as a method of assessing

indirect effects: For example, the total effect o education on cato

paign-particiPation (Equation 1 is tieta=..28, but wh the media va$

iables are inoludedaquation,3), this figure drop .21. Similarly
ft...-

for social participation thetotal effect of education (Equations 1.

and 2) is .27, but in Equation 3 it is only .18: 'These differenceshe-
,

tween successive equations can be interpreted as evidence that part,of

the effect of educatidn on these forms of-participation is indirect,

operating through the effect educatiOn has on media. use (see discuSsion

below). Another indirect. effeCt of some magnitude appears to be the -

link., between income and involvement in local politics,:a process tii

rich the reading of news magazines seems to be an important element.

The.only apparent indirect effect of a subjective orientation is

the role of black magazines'and nevspapers in the negative
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..relationahip between anomie 'an*livOlveMent in lggal politics. Over-

all, tlie paYchaogicsa.:Measuees in this study make mdnimal'contribu-

titans to our 'understanding of black participationOn terms either of

incremental variance accounted fori or implication in processes link-
.

4 ,

ing'background or Media variables to participation. Black identity, a

variable that had been thought important on the basis of research con-

ducted diving the height'of the black revolution of the late 1960s, is

a significan t predictor, here of only one dependent variable, social

participation or the variety of others with whom the person discusses

politics.. 'It is unrelated to participation inelection campaigns, or

in local politics. Alienation from white society is characteristic
.

of those who'participate in campaigns, but is not associated with

other forms of participation. Anomie is low among thoseinvolved in

local politics. 411,

The superior, predictive power of thelredia use variables in tom-_

parison with the measures of- subjective orientations cannot be at-

trired to eliable.measuitment of the latter. The alpha

:coefficient representing internal consistency of multi -item indices

are practic the-same for the two groups of measures: 67 for

anomie, 4 foi black identity, .65 for.alienation from white society,

as compar d to .73 for public affairs viewing, .63 for news magazine

reading, and .57 for black news magazine reading. Riliabilities are

substantially higW for the dependent variables: .82 for campaign

participation, .72 for social participation, and .88 for involvement

An local politics.
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The - background variables. of agt, education and incase, in ad-,

ditiOn to their indiredt effects' via media use, have sane' substantial

4._
direct relationshipSfwith participation and account for nearly as much

variance as do the media measures. Even with media use controlled,

sr there are strong effects of education on participation in campaigns

and via interpersOnal discussion; and 'of income on local politics

involvement. Older people are more involved in local politics and

more participative interpersonally. The role of both age and education:

as positive predictors of social participation isparticularly strik-

ing in view of.the fact that these two independent variables- aremeg-

atively correlated with one another (r=-.41).. The measure of perceived

social clogs, unlike the observed SES indicatOrs (income and educa-

tion)., is not related to any .form of-political participation. There

ae also no sex differences.

The relationships between background characteristics and sdb-.

jective orientations are shown in the upper left-hand portion of

Table 1 for completeness but are tot of particular substantive in-

terest in this paper. These relationships have been analyzed else

*here (Allen,& Bielby, 1977; Allen & McLeod, 1978).

Our incorporation of mass media use into the model of black po-

litical participation adds considerable explanatory power, but the

role of media behavior is not a simple one. Our evidende reinforces

. the previous emphasis on Socioeconomic status variables (education

add income) as important determiMants of participation, and ads the

media as intervening element in this process-. For example, educated



blixiks tend to watch. elevisionfor politicali'information,

turn leads to greater ;:social partinips.tiOn (.21 ict .15).;

,

education lead' to reading of iio.i.aeknews magazines WhiCh produces

another effeet on social participation; (.30 x dl These indirect

effects increase the total effect of education by 50% over its direct
.

effect (betam.27 in Equation 2 vs. bete*..1 in Equation

Age, :a factor that has:not:leamed.-large:In. prior research, also

has SOME! strong effects in-which ziediause.-canbe interpreted as an

. intervening variable, Older blacks tend teyread-fewer black news

.; magazines, which appears to retard their .,octal participation (-.11

x .14). This .negative indirect effeCt seems tram our results to be

a product of t)e tendency for younger blacks to be more alienated from

white society (-.30 x .22 x'.14). On the other hand, there is 4100s-

itive indirect effect of age on 'social phrticipationvia newspaper

reading about.politics.(.14 x..14)., The indirect effects. o#age that

we have identified by adding media variables to the model tend, be-

' cause some are negative and others positive, to cancel one another so

thatthe total effect of age on social participation (.20) is about,

the'same as its direct effect (.19).

The "ethnic community" explanation of high black political par-

onticipati 410pared to whites; iwithin SES levels does gain much
. - _

support frau our data. The subjective orientations, including the

previoukky'emphasized factor ,of black identity, add little explanatory

poser when other variables are controlled here. There is, however,

aideaCe that a Component'of the black' population, consisting of the
.

.

-.10Ung, the well-edUcated, the alienated but not the adomic.blacks,
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uses the ilack news magazines in connection with informal social die -'

sion.of political issues.

-This last finding, along with the -indirect effects' noted above,

lends some "support to our'..assumptions .concerning the always trouble-

tome 'question of causal ordering:. Our model is a recursive, one, and

we have assumi all relationshipi in it to be linear and sidditive with

no reciprocal effects between groups of variables. These assumptions

were based tartly odevidence from prior research, and on the over-
.,

riding interest many investigators have, had in explaining the increas-
,

ing levels of black political-participation as a dependent variable.

But it is.conceiliable that at i microscopic level of analysis One

might, find evidence that'emme of the behaviors that occur.later in our

model precede some of thOse that we have entered at earlier' stages..

.

The negative. .relationship between perceived social.ciass and news meg-

asiae for exampleOwdue to blacka_teceiving from

general-audience magazines indications that their stiatifiedlocation

'in American society is lower than.theyhad thought. And we have noted
4

earlier that there is Some evidence that anticipated;' Olitical activity

leads to greater use of news media;

Looking at our model,and'the results of our analyses from a more

structural viewpoint, though, the ordering we have posited makes rather

good sense. In the case of the black news magazines for example, one

idiait, consider Aiii.the participation, levels of the educated, young,

and alienated blacks would be without those specialized media. The

same-can be said about the political content provided by television,

/shish mediates d rather strong indirect relationship between education



andinVolvement in local politics (.21 x .23)4 .GiNfen that blacks
,:.1;;:4

watch a great deal of television, if they did not findm0ph.Political
N

information: there one might xell,predict a leaser degree:of political:

4--

activity

27

Con ion .

In general, media use. can be seen as an important stage in the

process by which education. is consuiunated izrpolitical activity. The

various media also account for differential patterns of e.ctiviteY,

different age groups.. If the news media, including specialized con-

tent designed specifically for the black Community, were not available

.

to blaCks which was the case historically, and continues to be
.

4".

some places - we ,can imagine that black political pert

be significantly retarded. In the context of the "coMpenss.tion" hy-

pothesis, which has been rather thoroughly rejected in recent re-
1 _

'search, the media might be viewed as an important locus of the removal

of structural barriers that at the time Myrdal (1914) was writing

overly constrained black participation in societal' activities.. The

most reasonable interpretation of media exposure, 'then, is not as an

.independent variable isolated from other social processes but ,as a

facilitating factOr that helps to explain the translation of back-
.

ground and psychological variables into political participation. This

conclision is in 'accord with ;the location of mg1ifa exposure at an

endogenous position in our model.

The special. circumstances of our study should be kept in mind in

drawing generailations` from it San F c sco is a progressive city
L.,
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with a high educational standard, and provides both specialized media

content andr'political totivity outleti for, its black, population. It

is manifestly not the kind of community,that Myrdel based his work on,

nor -Ae_itemuity;plezLoft.odey!e.largeAmericsuciti.et,_Nort.h_or,

South, in the societal position of blacks. Further, our study post-

dates the main wave of the black revolution that has led to the rise

in black political participation. This means that our results should

notlie) tuosueed td be directly comparable to;tahose of prior studies.

on the other hand, we are correct in the belief that the nation

has entered an era of relative stability in racial relations, the re-

latioUships we have documented here might well represent _the -patterns

that are evolving throughout e country- At the least, our findings

support the conclusion that :th -role of the :Las media:, should be ex-

endued closely in. future research on these piocesses of soctal chpge.

30



NOTES

1. Data for this stuarwer Collected* ILthe first author when he

n4:

was a research aseociate at CableCammunication Resource Center in Palo

_Alto, Calif. under National Science Pounctiiii1) RANNant no. 10757;,

Analysia and preparation of this report were,,, performed at the Univer

sity of iiisconsin-Madison..\.Support to the second author fidm the Vilas

Estate Trust is gratef44 acknowledged. The authors thank41. Mark

hiller and Sun Yuel Choe for their helpful comments on a preliminary

,draft.
.

2. The differences between successive equations, are all highly signif-

icent by F-tests comparing the O'value for Equation 3 with the R2aor

the previous equation. In eadhcie & 2.0(df=251, 257; p(.001).

It may be noted that we have tested here only for the lrinear canponent

of eadhmaineffect; interaction terms and curvilinear relationships

might, increase ihe amounts of variance, explained, but we hado theor-

etical reason to hypothesize such relationships even though they might

be statistically significant.

Indirect effects consist of two -stage Paths-in which an antecedent
6

,a4
r.

variable (e.g. education) influences a dependent variable (e.g. social

participation) via intervening events that are observed in the data

analysis model (.g. watching TV for political information, or reading

%Mich:news magazines). ,In such a case; the magnitude of the indirect

effect is'estimated as the product ofthe two direct effects that link,

the antecedent and dependent variables via the intervening variable.

For example, the link through television here is estimated at .21 x

015 .1 .03 and the lick through black newsmagazines at .30 x .14 -



. ,

Together, then these indirect paths Apecifilally add :03 + is
, ,

.07 to'he direct efect (.18) of education on social.participation,

id idh is en inmase:of..07+ .1^.8 .39% in the total effect. .0ther

indirect effe4s are smaller but account for a further 11% inctease

over Equation 2.

r*

.

ft\
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